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This softcover Bible is an ideal, real-life spiritual guide for anyone looking for hope in the face
of the difficult circumstances of their lives and the negative habits they are trying to control.
Featuring a foreword by Rick Warren, this Bible includes articles that explain the eight recovery
principles of the Celebrate Recovery program and the accompanying Christ-centered twelve
steps, 30 days of devotional readings, and over 50 full-page biblical character studies.
In this hard-hitting and controversial book, the great Chinese writer and preacher Watchman
Nee states that a Satanic power is behind every worldly thing and that the natural tendency of
every worldly system such as politics, education, literature, science, art, and music is to move
away from God and toward Satan.
This straightforward parenting guide offers expert advice and fresh perspectives on childrearing based on Twelve Step recovery principles.
Based on 26th edition of Nestle-Aland Greek text Literal yet readable Extensive footnotes
Study notes Outline at beginning of each book Cross-references Semi-Overlapping Cover Gold
Edging 6 3/4 X 4 1/2 % Font size: 10
Semi-overlapping covers Slip case cover for continuous protection Outlines expressing the
spiritual meaning of each book included at the beginning of each book and embedded within
the text Indexable Imprintable 1,760 pp.
Find freedom from life s hurts, hang-ups, and habits with the NIV Celebrate Recovery Study
Bible. Featuring a foreword by Rick Warren, this real-life spiritual guide includes articles based
on the eight recovery principles of the Celebrate Recovery program and the accompanying
Christ-centered twelve steps."
Watchman Nee's writings have become well known for their deep spiritual insight among
Christians in many nations for many years. Through these volumes a full understanding of his
balanced and proper view concerning the Bible and the spiritual life can be accurately
appreciated. This new compilation and retranslation of Watchman Nee's writings present the
reader a fresh and unedited version of his ministry and promises to shed new light on the
reader's understanding of Watchman Nee's ministry.
Throughout the centuries, translations of the Bible have steadily improved. In general, each
new translation inherits from previous ones and opens the way for later ones. While a new
translation derives help from its predecessors, it should go further. The Recovery Version of
the New Testament, following the precedent set by the major authoritative English versions
and taking these versions as reference, not only incorporates lessons learned from an
examination of others’ practices but also attempts to avoid biases and inaccurate judgments.
This version, frequently guided by other versions, attempts to provide the best utterance for the
revelation in the divine Word, that it may be expressed in the English language with the
greatest accuracy. Translating the Bible depends not only on an adequate comprehension of
the original language but also on a proper understanding of the divine revelation in the holy
Word. Throughout the centuries the understanding of the divine revelation possessed by the
saints has always been based upon the light they received, and this understanding has
progressed steadily. The consummation of this understanding forms the basis of this
translation and its footnotes. Hence, this translation and the accompanying footnotes could be
called the “crystallization” of the understanding of the divine revelation which the saints
everywhere have attained to in the past two thousand years. It is our hope that the Recovery
Version will carry on the heritage that it has received and will pave the way for future
generations. As with any New Testament translation, the determination of the original Greek
text, based upon the available manuscripts, forms the basis for the text of the Recovery
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Version of the New Testament. The Recovery Version follows, for the most part, the NestleAland Greek text as found in Novum Testamentum Graece (26th edition). However, in
determining the original form of any verse, the translators of the Recovery Version gave careful
consideration to the larger context of chapter and book and to similar portions of the New
Testament. The most recently discovered manuscripts or the manuscripts of oldest date are
not necessarily the most accurate or reliable; hence, the determination of the text for this
version was based largely upon the principle stated above. Departures from the Nestle-Aland
text are sometimes indicated in the footnotes. Italicized words in the verses indicate supplied
words, not found in the Greek text. Quotation marks are used to indicate close quotation from
the Old Testament. The Recovery Version embodies extensive research into the meaning of
the original text and attempts to express this meaning with English that is to the point, easy to
understand, and readable. In those places where it is difficult to express the exact meaning of
the original Greek, explanatory footnotes have been supplied. The subject provided at the
beginning of each book and the outline of each book take the historical facts as their base and
express the spiritual meaning in each book. The footnotes stress the revelation of the truth, the
spiritual light, and the supply of life more than history, geography, and persons. The crossreferences lead not only to other verses with the same expressions and facts but also to other
matters related to the spiritual revelation in the divine Word.
The Life Recovery Bible is specifically designed to encourage and support those individuals
involved in 12-step recovery programs. The Small Group Study Bible includes 380 ready-made
Bible studies on over 100 topics within the Bible text. -- Edited by recovery experts Stephen
Arterburn and David Stoop -- The Living Bible text -- Serenity Prayer devotionals -- Recovery
notes pinpoint passages important to recovery -- 84 Twelve-Step devotionals interspersed with
in the Bible text
THIS BOOK CONTAINS 14PT FONT FOR EASIER READING. (THE AVERAGE BIBLE
CONTAINS 6PT FONT LETTERING.) The Gospel According to Mark, the second book of the
New Testament, is one of the four canonical gospels and the three synoptic gospels. It tells of
the ministry of Jesus from his baptism by John the Baptist to his death and burial and the
discovery of the empty tomb - there is no genealogy or birth narrative, nor, in the original
ending at chapter 16, any post-resurrection appearances. It portrays Jesus as an heroic man
of action, an exorcist, a healer, and a miracle worker. Jesus is also the Son of God, but he
keeps his identity secret, concealing it in parables so that even the disciples fail to understand.
All this is in keeping with prophecy, which foretold the fate of the messiah as Suffering
Servant.The gospel ends, in its original version, with the discovery of the empty tomb, a
promise to meet again in Galilee, and an unheeded instruction to spread the good news of the
resurrection.

The Recovery Devotional Bible stands alongside the Twelve Steps as a unique tool for
those in recovery from addictive, compulsive, or codependent behavior patterns. Based
on the New International Version, this unique Bible strengthens, assists, and
encourages the reader with fresh perspectives on the link between faith and recovery.
Throughout the centuries, translations of the Bible have steadily improved. In general,
each new translation inherits from previous ones and opens the way for later ones.
While a new translation derives help from its predecessors, it should go further. The
Recovery Version of the New Testament, following the precedent set by the major
authoritative English versions and taking these versions as reference, not only
incorporates lessons learned from an examination of others’ practices but also
attempts to avoid biases and inaccurate judgments. This version, frequently guided by
other versions, attempts to provide the best utterance for the revelation in the divine
Word, that it may be expressed in the English language with the greatest accuracy.
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The Life Recovery Bible 25th Anniversary Edition points to God himself as the primary
source of recovery. Millions of people have been helped by this Bible. New articles
provide a fresh perspective on recovery. Help for leaders is provided in a general
facilitator’s guide and a step-by-step meeting guide. These offer help to anyone
starting or running recovery groups at church or in the community. Features: New
inspirational Preface Article: A Word about Addictions Article: An Early History of Life
Recovery Article: Thriving in a Secular Recovery Group Article: Life-Giving Recovery
Groups in the Church Life Recovery Facilitator’s Guide Step-by-Step Life Recovery
Meeting Guide The 12 Christian Foundations of Life Recovery The 12 Self-Evident
Truths of Life Recovery Resources page, directing readers to helpful books and online
resources
The bestselling recovery Bible is now available in large print with an incredibly easy-toread 10.5 font size! With over 2,000,000 copies sold, The Life Recovery Bible is
today’s #1–selling Bible tied to the Twelve Steps of recovery, helping millions of people
turn to the true source of healing—Jesus Christ. The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully into today’s English from the ancient
texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT’s scholarship and clarity breathe life into
even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages—but even more powerful are
stories of how people’s lives are changing as the words speak directly to their hearts.
In the Lord’s recovery during the past five hundred years the church’s knowledge of
the Lord and His truth has been continually progressing. This monumental and classical
work by Brother Witness Lee builds upon and is a further development of all that the
Lord has revealed to His church in the past centuries. It is filled with the revelation
concerning the processed Triune God, the living Christ, the life-giving Spirit, the
experience of life, and the definition and practice of the church. In this set Brother Lee
has kept three basic principles that should rule and govern every believer in their
interpretation, development, and expounding of the truths contained in the Scriptures.
The first principle is that of the Triune God dispensing Himself into His chosen and
redeemed people; the second principle is that we should interpret, develop, and
expound the truths contained in the Bible with Christ for the church; and the third
governing principle is Christ, the Spirit, life, and the church. No other study or exposition
of the New Testament conveys the life nourishment or ushers the reader into the divine
revelation of God’s holy Word according to His New Testament economy as this one
does.
God's New Testament Economy is a thorough study of the New Testament. It does not provide
superficial inspiration nor is it a dry, systematic analysis. However, in this book Witness Lee
presents a revelation of the Triune God's plan that will both inform and encourage the reader to
pursue a full experience of our wonderful Triune God.
This book show us that God's purpose is His building in His chosen place of oneness. It then
shows us the revelation of the building of the church in Genesis and in the writings of Peter,
Paul, and John.
Cyclonic storms inform the still eye of Earths Breath. Its an eye that radiates out from the
personal to the communal, tracking its subject matter through the lenses of history and myth.
Susan Hawthorne's poetry shifts with seismic intensity, from tranquillity to roar, bureaucratic
inertia to survival, and the slow recovery from destruction to regeneration. In 2006, the poet,
her partner and their dog sat through the extreme winds of Cyclone Larry, a Category-5
cyclone that hit the coast of Far North Queensland, Australia. Located at the southern edge of
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the cyclone -- the eyewall -- with winds at their most ferocious, these poems explore the period
before the cyclone, the event itself and the aftermath. In "Earth's Breath", Hawthorne evokes
the terror and devastation of the cyclonic event and the emotional impact upon those caught in
its path. Drawing from Indian, Greek and Biblical mythology as well as Indigenous
understanding, these poems range from descriptive to reflective, mythic to emotional, and aim
to raise questions of the reader.
The four pillars in the Lord's recovery are the truth, life, the church, and the gospel. The truth
brings us life, life produces the church, and the church is responsible for the preaching of the
gospel.
Holy Bible Recovery VersionLiving Stream Ministry
A new translation of both the Old and New Testament, based on the original Hebrew and
Greek texts. Features: ? 10 x 7 7/8 ? 2766 pages ? Bonded leather ? Semi-overlapping covers
? Gold edges ? Outlines expressing the spiritual meaning of each book included at the
beginning of each book and embedded within the text ? 15,000 footnotes in two-column format
? 26,000 marginal cross-references ? Charts, color maps ? Printed on Bible paper and bound
in Great Britain
This book is composed of messages on these topics, which are emphases of the New
Testament church: the oneness of the Body of Christ, Christ, the Spirit, the Church, and the
God-ordained way.
Find freedom from life s hurts, hang-ups, and habits with the NIV Celebrate Recovery Study
Bible, Large Print. Featuring a foreword by Rick Warren, this real-life spiritual guide includes
articles based on the eight recovery principles of the Celebrate Recovery program and the
accompanying Christ-centered twelve steps."
Based on 26th edition of Nestle-Aland Greek text Literal yet readable Extensive footnotes
Study notes Outline at beginning of each book Cross-references Semi-Overlapping Cover Gold
Edging 9 1/4 X 6 1/4 % Font size: 11
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